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	Mysterious Creatures: A Guide to Cryptozoology, 2 Volume Set, 9781576072837 (1576072835), ABC Clio, 2002
From Bigfoot and the bonobo to the Central Asian wildman and winged humanoid, this volume presents over 1000 A-to-Z entries on every reported cryptid - i.e. legendary animal unknown to science - from around the world. Each entry traces the history of sightings and known habitats, including details such as: popular name; distribution; etymology; significant encounters; scientific name; present status; physical description; possible identifications; behaviour; variant names; habitat; and sources and secondary entries. Cryptozoological categories include: hominid dwarfs, giants and Neanderthaloids; giant bats and insects; lake and sea monsters; relic elephants; semimythical beasts; and unknown bears, birds, cats, snakes and crocodilians.
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Research and Trends in Data Mining Technologies and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2007
In enterprises, a large volume of data has been collected and stored in data warehouses. Advances in data gathering, storage, and distribution have created a need for integrating data warehousing and data mining techniques. Mining data warehouses raises unique issues and requires special attention. Data warehousing and data mining are...

		

Java for Data SciencePackt Publishing, 2017

	Examine the techniques and Java tools supporting the growing field of data science About This Book Your entry ticket to the world of data science with the stability and power of Java Explore, analyse, and visualize your data effectively using easy-to-follow examples Make your Java applications more capable using machine learning Who This Book Is...

		

A History of Mathematics: From Mesopotamia to ModernityOxford University Press, 2005

	A History of Mathematics covers the evolution of mathematics through time and across the major Eastern and Western civilizations. It begins in Babylon, then describes the trials and tribulations of the Greek mathematicians. The important, and often neglected, influence of both Chinese and Islamic mathematics is covered in detail,...





	

Home Networking (Missing Manual)Pogue Press, 2005
Millions of computers around the world today are connected by the Internet, so why is it still so hard to hook up a few PCs in you own home? Whether you want to share an Internet connection, install WiFi, or maybe just cut down on the number of printers you own, home networks are supposed to help make your life easier. Instead, most aspiring home...

		

The Science of Solar System Ices (Astrophysics and Space Science Library)Springer, 2012

	The role of laboratory research and simulations in advancing our understanding of solar system ices (including satellites, KBOs, comets, and giant planets) is becoming increasingly important. Understanding ice surface radiation processing, particle and radiation penetration depths, surface and subsurface chemistry, morphology, phases,...


		

Web.Studies: Rewiring Media Studies for the Digital AgeArnold, 2000
'Web.Studies sets the agenda for a new period of media research, one  that gets to grips with the significance of new communications  technologies and the global spaces in which they are so rapidly  developing. I believe that this book will help considerably to take  media studies in new directions.'  - Professor Kevin Robins, Goldsmiths College,...
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